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ABSTR.ICT 

t;‘e have investigated photoprodltction of K+A 

and K+c’ from hydrogen at 4.3 GeV and for u-values 1 

between -. 2 (GeV/c12 and -. 7 (GeV/c) 
2 

at the 

Stanford Linear Accelerator Center. In this range 

of u values the data were consistent with a smooth 

decrease in da/du towards lar,Ter negative u values. 

The k backward photoproduction cross sections 

appear to be closely similar to the observed 

cross section for backward J[ 
+ 

photoproduction. 

The ratio of CO/A is about 1.7, which rules out pure 

decuplet exchange in this region of u. The results 

are consistent with the SU(3) prediction. 

* 
Work supported by the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission. 

(Submitted to Phys. Rev. Letters) 



At high cnergics the large angle photoproduction of K+ is 

expected to bc dominated by u-channel exchange of baryons wi tll 

hypercharge Y = 0. In contrast to K-photoproduction, there is no 

large angle data available for K’ -photoproduct ion above 1.5 GeV. 

IJe report here the results of a measurement of tile photoproduction 

processes: 

-I- 
Y +P+K + h 

+P+K 
+ 

Y + Co 

at 4.3 GeV and in the u-range from -.2 (GeV/c) 
2 

to -.7 (GeV/c12. 

The experimental apparatus is shown in Fig. 1 and is 

similar to the one described in earlier letters(lI(2). The bea?? 

was prepared by passing the electrons through a set of chopper 

plates located near the electron sun and oscillating at 10 

megahertz with a peak r-f voltage of several kv. A co1 1 iinator 

situated downstream from the chopper plates intercepted the 

deflected electrons, perl:litting only electrons on the axis to !>e 

injected into the accelerator. The resul t ing beam consisted of 

2 nsec wide bunches spaced 50 nsec apart within the 1.6 clscc long 

bea;-, i)u 1 SC . The electron bear:1 was focusse!! onto a copper radiator 

typically 0.14 radiation units thick, located just in front of a 

1 iquid hydrogen target. The resulting beair of el ect rons ancl 

bremsstrahl un,rr photons passed throu;:h the tat-Get. The thin-wal le.1 

taryet cell containing the liquild hydrogen was a cylinder 15 in. 

long by 3.5 in. in diar.ieter. The cl cct ron beam was ;;lon i tor?d to 



an estimated 2% precision with two toroid monitors and a secondary 

emission monitor (SE/:i) located in front of the radiator. The 

momentum and angle of the K+ -mesons were determined v/i th a lOi> in. 

radius, 90’ vertical bcnj spectrometer(3). The acceptance of the 

spectrometer (AP/P) An was G.E X lo-’ s tc r a d w i t 11 an c s t i iilr7 tP d 

uncertainty of *_3P;. The spectrometer focusscd the horizontal 

prodttction angles and momenta onto a single focal plane, 

permitting the eight hodoscope counters to be aligned alon:: 1 incs 

of constant missing mass. 

The counter system is shown in more detail in the insert 

in Fig. 1. It consisted of a range telescope built up of five 

scintillation counters, with remotely variable amounts of 

absorbers between the counters, a Lucite threshold Cercnkov 

counter anA a differential Cerenkov counter. The 1 ight f ram It’s 

passing through an interchangeable radiator in the differential 

Cercnkov counter was focussed onto a ring of twelve 2 in. 

diameter RC’I 8575 high efficiency phototubes. The outputs of t!le 

tubes were added up in groups of six and a coiilci tictic betwzcn ti-1.2 

two groups was requi rod to reduce the backsround. . Stnce t”.e II - 

electrons arrived in v/e11 defined bunches, particles of equal ;;:ass 

arrived at the same time at -the top of the spectrometer. 

Therefore by gating and timing the trigger syste!.) relative to t!ic 

choppc r pl a tes the K’s coul rl be selccte:i(4). P,t the lo:,r:st 

molilentum the event ,gate to the hodoscopc consi stcd oi this t iI.ic 

requ i re:xn t i n co i nc i :Jencc wi th the ranj:e telescope an? wi tli the 

threshold Ccrenkov counter in anti-coincidence. For al 1 other 
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momenta the differential Cerenkov counter was used as an 

additional requircrSlcnt. The ratio of kaons to pions an:A protons 

at the top of the spectrometer was as unfavorable as 1: 4000 just 

above the A threshold. L/i th the above rcqui rc;:lcnts we ach ievc-l 

rejection ratios of more than 100,OOO:l. Tl\e efficiencies of t!lc 

system were cal ibrated both \qi th K-mesons and wi th protons of the 

same velocity. The efficiency of the triqger system inc1:ldin.c 

absorber anJ multiple scattering losses varieti between 455’; an.i 7Sn; 

with an estimated uncertainty around +_lO%. 

Data were taken by keepin the primary beam ener;7y as 

we1 1 as the spectrometer lllorncntum fixed and varying the angle of 

the spectrometer. Fie. 2 shows an excitation curve traced out in 

this way. Plotted is the K+ yield versus missin: mass squat-cd. 

For a fixed photon energy there is a;>proxi!nately a linear relation 

between the laboratory ang1.e and missing mass squared. The steps 

due to the onset of A and CO production are clearly seen an:! are 

we1 1 separated. !iote that there is very 1 i ttle back~rounrl beyonSi 

the kinematic 1 imit. 

The resolution functions and rnorlentui.1 calibration use.-1 in 

fitting the excitation curves had been well determined in a 

previous experiment(2) on fl+-r;ieson production. Therefore the 

positions and shapes of the K+A and K’C’ yield were accurately 

predictable. Frown this previous cxperimcnt the mot;lentuJ 

calibration was believe;l goo:i to z.12, corresponding to an error 

on the order of 0.01 (,Ge’J/c12 in missing mass squared in ti:e 

predicted positions of the steps in the yield curves. In fittin; 
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the yields we used a three parameter fit: a constant backr:rounc! 

and two parameters for the “heiehts” of the K+A and the l:+c” 

yields. To obtain the correct shape of the yielcl curves we used 

the thick target bremsstrahlung form:las, the previously 

measured(l) energy dependence da/du - k -3 where k is the photon 

enemy, decay in flight corrections, the measured resolution of 

the apparatus and the appropriate kinematic factors. The sol ir! 

line in Fig. 2 represents this fit to the data. The derived,value 

of the cross section is not very sensitive to the assulned ener;;y 

dependence of da/du. 

The cross sections k3(da/du) for K’A and K+C” productioil 

are plotted in Fig. 3 versus u. The k3 factor compensates fQr 

slight differences in the effective photon energy of the 

measurement and faci 1 i tates comparison with the J[+ data(2). The 

error bars reflect the statistical errors combined with esti!;lated 

uncertainties in the efficiency factors. For comparison the 

backward lr3.I cross section is shov/n as the dotted curve. The K’ 

and r[+ cross sections are very similar, both decreas i ng smooth1 y 

with u. The ratio Co/A is consistent with the mean value of 

(1.7 f .15) over the entire u range covered in this ixperimcnt. 

This ratio is of course largely independent of systematic errors, 

and the error in its determination is mainly fro3 counting 

statistics. 

SlJ(?) theory(S) predicts the relation between the K’ a n 4 



A ’ photoproduction amp1 I tudes to be: 

$ A(x+n) = ~6 A(K+A) - A(K+C’) 

Nith the angle Q, as define:1 in the insert to Fiz. 3 WC have the 

f 01 1 owi rig relationship between the cross sections: 

&+n) = @K+A) + $f(K+C’) + 2cos@ 3&C A> x&K C > 
pGxTz-7 

This relation is fulfilled over the whole u range investigated. 

The angle q~ was always larger than 90’ whereas in the forward 

direction cp was measured(G) to be less than 90’. 

From our previous data in ttle energy region from 4 GeV to 

13 GeV at one f i xed u-value the sum of the K+A and K?Z” cross 

-3 sections was proportional to k . These data would, if 

extrapolated, have passed close to the low energy Cornell 

results(7) at 1.4 GeV. This is not surprising since the u-channel 

cross sections for K+ -production are similar to those for 

If ’ -product ion, whereas s-channel resonances decay much r:Iore 

strongly into fi ‘-mesons than K+ -:ilc?sons and shoal ci be 

corresponllingly less important for K+ -photoi~ro.luc t ion. :,!e \voul C-I 

therefore expect the K+-product ion channels to approach 

asyi,lptotical ly their u-channel values at co;~sidcrnl~ly lov;cr 

ener.yies than is the case for I[ 
+ 

-meson ;,hotopro:tuct ion. La r;c 

+ 
angle 7c -i2eson asymptotic behavior 

above 4 GeV(1 izve our 4.3 GeV K 
+ 

product ion appears to shok; 

ingly v/c? be1 )(%I, an3 actorA 
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measurements do indeed correspond to the asyi7ptot ic u-channel 

behavior. 

The form of the backward photoproduct ion of K+ as a 

function of u is close to that for the process 7 + P -+ X’ + !,I, as 

can be seen from the comparison in Fiz. 3. As discussed in an 

earl ier paper(21, fi 
+ 

-production probably involves only a small 

amount of decuplet exchange. K+-production can proceed via the 

exchange of either the U-spin 1 or U-spin 0 members of the octet, 

or via decuplet exchange involving only U-spin 1. For U-spin 1 

exchange the X0/A ratio should be 1 to 3(5). The observed ratio 

of 1.7 to 1 therefore precludes any large decuplet contribution. 

This preference for octet exchange and the similar energy an4 u 

dependences indicate that the ti+ and K+ production processes 

proceed through closely related mechanisms. 
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F I CURE CAPT I ONS 

Fig. 1: The experimental set up including the time-of-f1 izht 

system. The counter system Is shown in the insert. 

Fig. 2: The measured K+ -yield in counts per hoboscope 

element per 1014 E.Q., normal izcd to standard spectrometer 

aperture, is plotted versus missing mass squat-cd for an end-point 

energy of the bremsstrahlung spectrum of 4.5 GeV and for u = -.43. 

The sol id 1 i.ne is the result of the least squares fit to the tlata 

as described in the text. 

Fig. 3: k3 (du/du) In cm2-c2-GeV i s plotted versus u for the 

reactions 7 + P + K + +A and 7 + P-+K++CO. The sol id 1 ine 

indicates the measured cross section for the reaction 

7 + P + n+ + 1J. The angle Cp is defined in the insert. 
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